The technique of laser light scattering was used to evaluate the effects of Mg and ionic strength on the solution structures of seven tRNA species. Information about ion effects on both conformation and electric charge were derived from measurements of the translational diffusion constants and diffusive virial coefficients. E. coli tRNA^* 1 and six elongator tRNAs from both Class I and II were studied. The diffusion measurements show that the responses of all but the initiator species are qualitatively similar to each other and to that of bulk tRNA, but that significant quantitative differences also obtain.
INTRODUCTION
Using the technique of laser light scattering it was demonstrated earlier by us that seemingly small changes in solution conditions can cause significant changes in the translational diffusion coefficient, D -, of bulk JJ. coli tRNA Phe ^u,w and yeast tRNA (1) . Of special interest was the observation that a decrease +2 in Mg concentration from 10 to 1 mM at 20°, neutral pH and ionic strength of 0.1 M caused the diffusion constant of bulk tRNA to increase some 12%. This unexpected result suggested that the tRNA assumes a more compact conformation in +2 the lower Mg condition. As the transition from extended to compact conformer occurred under near-physiological solution conditions it was assumed that the change in diffusivity resulted from a tertiary conformational change probably +2 +2 related to differential binding of Mg . The high Mg -low diffusivity conformer was presumed to correspond to the L-structure described in c r y s t a l l ographic studies (2,3) while the nature of the compact Mg -deficient form i s , ©IRLPress Limited, 1 FalconbergCourt, LondonW1V5FG, U.K.
of course, unknown.
To gain insight into the basis of this ion-mediated effect on the solution structure this investigation was extended to an anlysis of several individual tRNAs. Of primary interest was the question of the generality of the effect. That is, do the results obtained with bulk tRNA reflect the be- The results of the analyses described here show that all but the initiator species exhibit the anomalous 'shrinkage' in low Mg observed with bulk tRNA, but that there are significant quantitative differences in the behavior of bulk and individual tRNAs. In addition this work provides the first esti-+2 mates of the net electric charges of these species and the effect of Mg on charge. A portion of these results has appeared in abbreviated form in a symposium volume (11) .
METHODS
Transfer RNAs-Yeast tRNA e was prepared by methods described elsewhere and had an amino acid acceptor activity of about 1200 pmole/A.^,. (11, 12) . 260
All other tRNAs were from 15. coli and purchased either from Plenum Scientific All but the initiator species exhibit change to a faster diffusing form +2 in 0.1 M salt and 1 mM Mg ; some tRNAs also show the effect at the higher +2 Mg condition although it is generally much less pronounced. In our earlier study of bulk tRNA it was determined that under the conditions used in this +2 study the average charge of the tRNA at 1 mM Mg was 10 e whereas at 10 mM +2 Mg it was 8 e". One interpretation of this result was that on average, an +2 +2
additional Mg ion is bound in the transition from 1 to 10 mM Mg . Re- Because the changes in solution structure described occur at near-physiological solution conditions it is reasonable to suggest that they could be Important in modulating tRNA activity. Whatever the basis for the observed behavior-dynamic or otherwise, these changes could have significant effects on tRNA recognition and binding processes.
